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Urban landscape design as a contemporary art embodies postmodernist philosophical thinking, aesthetic thinking, and breaking
the traditional concept of art, and it is a new way of creating and presenting art. Big data technology characterized by large scale,
speed, variety, value, and uncertainty of data is used to achieve urban landscape design. In this article, during the research process,
we strive to raise the revelation of the design layer rather than the brand new level of cross-fertilization and interaction between big
data-driven discrete dynamicmodel and urban landscape design; we also reveal how the benefits of promoting urban development
and harmonious life are achieved in the interactive expression of the urban landscape after the application of the big data-driven
discrete dynamic model, which provides designers and related professionals with more detailed and novel design ideas at the
theoretical level and makes the theory of big data-driven discrete dynamic models in landscape design interactive methods more
enriched. Finally, this article puts forward its thinking and outlook on the design of the big data-driven discrete dynamic model in
the interactivity of urban landscape design, hoping that artists will strengthen its functional and material design elements when
creating performance. Moreover, more design means of emerging technologies of modern science and technology should be
integrated so that modern urban landscape can achieve ordinary and uncommon benefits and promote the rapid development of
the big data-driven discrete dynamic model in urban landscape design development.

1. Introduction

Historically, urban landscape design has been closely linked
to the arts, interacting with each other. While today’s
landscape design has involved many scientific disciplines, it
is still heavily influenced by the ever-changing field of art.
)e profound, subtle, and inner beauty of traditional gar-
dens or the simplicity, ecology [1], and realism of modern
gardens all are closely related to the various styles of art, and
even when the art world undergoes a radical change, the
landscape design world will be influenced by the corre-
sponding changes. When a large number of surrealist
paintings emerged in the century, it had a significant impact
on designers, including landscape designers who combined
the formal language of cubism and surrealism in the art to
apply simple and flowing planes in landscape design, be-
ginning to show a dynamic and balanced form.)ese artistic

trends and forms have provided landscape designers with a
formal language and creative inspiration [2].

In today’s urban development, big data-driven discrete
dynamic models are gaining unprecedented momentum in
landscape design. More and more designers and artists are
focusing on using big data-driven discrete dynamic models
and urban landscape design, making the once neglected and
aging urban landscape environment fresh and trendy. In the
urban public space, the big data-driven discrete dynamic
model is influenced by today’s new design trend, which
tends to be more and more novel, new, and humanized [3],
forming a kind of public art interactive communication with
urban residents and strengthening the close relationship
between the big data-driven discrete dynamic model and the
urban landscape environment and public life in a holistic
and independent public space, in terms of visual and au-
ditory senses. Truly reflecting the aesthetic value and social
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value of big data-driven discrete dynamic models and letting
big data-driven discrete dynamic models enter the life of the
public with a more even and free attitude [4] are great
problems faced when constructing big data-driven discrete
dynamic models today and, however, they are also realistic
objectives for contemporary big data-driven discrete dy-
namic models to obtain higher development goals and re-
alize themselves. )e trend of mutual influence and
integration between big data-driven discrete dynamic
models and the urban landscape is becomingmore andmore
obvious [5].

)e design of urban spaces influences our lifestyles,
which in turn has an impact on our health. Not all lifestyles
are shaped by urban space design; however, the lack of
physical exercise, dependence on motorized travel, and
sedentary lifestyles are inextricably linked to urban space
design. Urban space plays an important role in the patho-
genic mechanisms of certain diseases. )e landscape envi-
ronment, as a large component of urban space, plays an
important role in creating a healthy environment and in-
ducing positive behaviors and is closely linked to public
health issues. A healthy city includes not only a clean, hy-
gienic, natural, and harmonious living environment but also
a good and positive social atmosphere. A natural and har-
monious living environment is the basis for a healthy and
positive social climate, which in turn ensures the sustain-
ability of a natural and harmonious living environment. As
an important part of urban public space, urban landscape
plays a decisive role in the living environment and social
atmosphere to a large extent, whether it is the creation of
space or the construction of service facilities. Contemporary
medical research confirms that a beautiful environment can
play a good role in regulating and promoting the human
cerebral cortex and the state of mind and body. Only by
creating an environment conducive to promoting healthy
behavior can public health be thoroughly improved.

2. Related Work

)e population expansion, landscape congestion, soaring
housing prices, and environmental pollution in large cities
are not conducive to developing enterprises and talents, and
many domestic high-tech enterprises have chosen to move
away from first-tier cities, while the countryside is facing a
large loss of land, abandoned residential land [6], large-scale
population transfer, and many other problems, and the “big
city disease” and “countryside disease” caused by high-speed
urbanization are increasingly aggravated. Along with the
rapid development of information and communication
technology, the development of urban big data has brought
great changes to the field of urban planning [7], and the new
urban spatial data can, to a certain extent, make up for the
shortage of traditional data. Previous population density
studies mainly belong to macro analysis and can reduce the
research scale to the township road level in the environment
of new data, promoting the expansion of research scope and
accuracy and helping discover new problems. Exploring how
to effectively integrate the traditional Depthmap-based
spatial syntax analysis techniques with the big data mining

that has emerged in recent years to enhance the explanatory
power of complex urban spatial problems, this research
direction will become one of the frontier branches of re-
search in the field of urban planning. )erefore, in [8], the
combined application research of spatial syntax and big data
provides new possibilities for the spatial morphology re-
search of the characteristic town to better solve the con-
struction problems of the characteristic town [9].

In terms of planning, urban morphology is defined as
“the spatial and territorial distribution of the city as a whole
and its internal components,” i.e., urban morphology is a
reflection of the spatial structure of the city by various
materials [10] and economic and social components in the
urban space, expressed in the form of the combination of the
elements in the plane or three-dimensional space mor-
phology. Kevin Lynch believed that urban morphology is the
orderly arrangement and overall organization of urban
environmental elements (roads, boundaries, areas, nodes,
and markers) so that the presentation of the overall shape of
the city can cause more impact on the visual excitement of
the observer [11]. Urban spatial morphology is the char-
acteristic of urban spatial structure and development law,
while Mr. Qikang believed that urban morphology is the
result of spatial morphological characteristics of the city in
the development and change due to internal and external
conflicts [12].

)e literature has found in experiments that the natural
environment can influence and even change the human
mood, and the role of landscape in restoring physical and
mental health has been demonstrated through a postuse
evaluation of rehabilitation gardens, which concluded that
natural landscape elements play a major role in promoting
the process of restoring health. Guiding principles for re-
habilitation landscape design are also presented. )e liter-
ature is referred to as the founder of the modern hypothesis
of rehabilitation gardens and related theories, followed by an
experiment on the impact of the external hospital envi-
ronment on the effectiveness of rehabilitation treatment for
patients. After testing, the researchers found that the natural
environment has a catalytic effect on easing blood pressure,
skin conductivity, and muscle conductivity and that the
natural environment enables people to recover more quickly
from stressful mental states. Moreover, based on the results
of the study, the natural benefit hypothesis is proposed in
terms of the health benefits of landscape elements in the
natural environment, including water and plants on the
human body [13]. By conducting a project practice survey of
landscape types under the concept of rehabilitation land-
scape, the literature argues that rehabilitation landscape
provides opportunities for patients to actively recover their
functions. It is also the first time to link rehabilitation
landscape and urban public space, and it is argued that
expanding the scope of rehabilitation landscape and con-
sidering the use of rehabilitation landscape in combination
with urban public space can effectively promote the physical
and mental health of urban residents. )e literature argues
that both natural and artificial landscape environments have
a role in promoting the recovery of human physical and
mental health and defines healing landscapes: places,
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facilities, buildings, places [14], and surroundings that are
beneficial to the recovery and maintenance of physical and
mental health and happiness [15].

3. Simulation and Formation Mechanisms for
Urban Landscape Design Based on Discrete
Dynamic Models Driven by Big Data

3.1. Big Data-Driven Discrete Dynamic Models. Big data
refers to a collection of datasets that are so large and complex
that storage and data processing is difficult using existing
general databases. Such datasets were once called “big data,”
and real-time urban landscape design is an important basis
for responding to signal control effects and is a core indi-
cator for calculating or optimizing control volumes, so
modeling landscape flows is an essential step [16]. In the
landscape engineering community, to study the mechanism
of landscape flow and the characteristics of the landscape
flow on a macro and micro level, some researchers have
established a mathematical model of landscape flow changes
through the conservation of urban landscape quantity and
the spreading mechanism of landscape quantity; these
models have better results in the prediction of local land-
scape flow. Prelandscape planning analysis is the starting
point for carrying out landscape planning work and is the
basis for planning and design. Common landscape data
include natural information such as site topography, terrain,
vegetation, water bodies, soil, meteorology, and human and
social information such as population, transportation,
economy, and culture. Traditional landscape data mainly
exists in the form of paper and pictures [17], such as to-
pographic maps, planning drawings, textual information,
hand drawings, and site photos. Bymining and analyzing big
data, it is possible to quantify text, quantify speech [18],
quantify location information, and quantify everything. So
far, big data has greatly expanded the information for
preanalysis, provided data support for landscape planning,
and improved the science of planning and design. )e
conceptual diagram of the discrete dynamic model is shown
in Figure 1.

)e discrete industry is characterized by the construc-
tion of manufacturing units, which are characterized by high
variety, small batch sizes, flexible process routes, and
equipment use. In industrial production, companies pay
more attention to the flexibility of production, so for the
optimization of process control, they pay more attention to
the high degree of automation of the manufacturing material
flow process, the interconnection and pervasive awareness of
all elements involved in the manufacturing process within
the factory, and the modeling and simulation of the in-
formation-thing system of the manufacturing process. Since
its introduction, the discrete choice model has been widely
used in various fields, such as marketing, economics, and
transportation, to study individual choice behavior. For
example, when customers buy a mobile phone, they usually
consider its CPU, pixel, resolution, and other attributes
before choosing to buy it, and all these mobile phone at-
tributes are not continuous variables but discrete variables,
which is difficult to handle using the traditional linear

regression model, and it is necessary to use discrete choice
model for modeling and analysis [19].

A big data-driven discrete dynamic model is feedback, a
system consisting of nonlinear components, where each
neuron is connected to all other neurons, classified as dis-
crete (DHNN) or continuous depending on whether the
output of the network is discrete or continuous quantity. For
the discrete type (DHNN), if the system is stable, it can
converge from any state to a stable state; if the system is
unstable, since the output of the network nodes only has two
states, 1 and −1 (or 1 and 0), the system cannot have infinite
divergence but only self-sustaining oscillations or limit loops
of limited amplitude, finally converging to a stable state
adjacent to it. When the evaluation index of the college
students to be classified is input, DHNN gradually converges
to a stored equilibrium point using its associative memory,
and when the state no longer changes [20], the equilibrium
point corresponds to the classification level to be sought.)e
discrete model building process is shown in Figure 2.

Random utility theory is the most basic principle of the
discrete choice model: assume that the decision-maker has n
options, each of which corresponds to a utility of Uij. )e
utility is defined as a measure of the satisfaction of the
consumer’s needs and desires through consumption or
enjoyment of leisure and Uij is composed of a fixed utility v

and a random utility ij, with the fixed utility Vij being
explained by ij explained by the observable part of factor x,
while the random utility is the unobservable part, the un-
predictable, random variable utility, and error.)e decision-
maker chooses the alternative with the maximum utility,
which is also called the utility maximization criterion, i.e.,
satisfactionmaximization, and utilityU can be expressed as a
function of factor x of the observable part of the fixed utility
v; that is, ijUij

� x is the coefficient. )e probability of
choosing each alternative can be expressed as a function of
utility: P� F(U). )e multinomial logit model, the MNL
model, is the simplest and most basic form of the discrete
choice model, which sets the random utility to obey an
independent extreme value distribution so that the choice
probability function can be expressed as follows:

Mij �
e

ij


n
i�1 ei

. (1)

)is formula is the core formula of this article. It represents
what algorithm the discrete model uses, its applications, and
how it applies to the following formulas. )e MNL model is
easy to operate and quick to use, so the model is popular
among scholars and is used in many fields. For example, in
landscape design and travel, the model can be used to plan
various optimal routes according to people’s habits and des-
tinations to provide a reference; in education, the model can be
used in teaching practice; in marketing, the model is used in
various aspects such as Internet positioning, pharmaceutical
pricing, and the selection of electronic products.

)e traditional sliding mode variable structure control
study object is a continuous system model, while the currently
used computer systems are all discrete. When the sliding mode
variable structure control is applied to the discrete control
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system, due to the influence of sampling frequency, the sliding
mode variable structure control can no longer produce the
ideal sliding mode. However, the quasisliding mode and
motion trajectory can only end up in the form of a jitter along
the sliding surface. At present, the research and design of
discrete sliding mode variable structure control have become
an important part of sliding mode variable structure control
theory. )e definition of discrete structural control is sys-
tematically described as follows:

Nij �
1
n



n

i�1
Xi − X( 

2
+
δy

δx
. (2)

)e existence and arrival conditions of the discrete
structure, the existence of which is the basis of the sliding
mode motion, are given by the following mathematical
expression:

f �
Δy
Δx

·
z
2Ω

zv
2 . (3)

)e sliding mode motion consists of two processes,
convergence motion and sliding mode motion, and the
sliding mode arrival condition only guarantees the re-
quirement of arriving at the switching surface from the state
space point, while no restriction is placed on the conver-
gence motion trajectory. )e proposed convergence law can
improve the dynamic quality of the convergence motion.

3.2. Mechanisms of Urban Landscape Design Simulation and
Formation. )e extremely large volume of data has also
placed demands on the tools used for field collection. )e
traditional methods of handheld topographic maps, image
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Figure 2: Flowchart of discrete model building.
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Figure 1: Conceptual illustration of the discrete dynamic model.
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maps, and status maps on paper, using cameras to collect
information, and manually viewing the site features are no
longer sufficient to meet the current needs of data collection.
In the context of big data, mobile GIS, GPS technology,
smartphones, and other mobile devices will enter the field
research work of the site. Planners can use mobile devices;
based on the existing database, the field collection of vector
data, photos with location information, action tracks and
necessary text descriptions, and other information directly
uploaded to the database in the field can be the preliminary
planning and design of the site, thus creating a convenient
way of research and efficient work methods. Many forms of
data are commonly used in landscape planning, such as
drawings, text, pictures, dwg files, survey log sheets, verbal
notes, and video images. )e data currently widely used and
available at the planning stage come primarily from the site
itself. In addition to the basic information commonly used in
planning, such as topographic and geomorphological maps,
land use maps, remote sensing image maps, site photos, and
multiplanning maps, for specific sites, specific analysis and
various targeted surveys are needed, such as soil bearing
capacity survey, water quality survey, visitor use survey,
vegetation cover survey, and housing quality and use survey.
In addition to the abovementioned surveys of the basic
information of the site, there are also common data
reflecting economic and cultural data, such as the number of
visitors, economic revenue, environmental monitoring,
video viewing, brochure collection, and basic service facil-
ities. As big data brings more new types of data, such as web
text data, communication location data, and social network
data, the types of data have increased substantially. )e
creation of databases is a requirement of the times to
promote resource sharing. With the deepening of data
openness, more and more data can be obtained through fast,
comprehensive, and authoritative official websites, people
can freely standardize the use and analysis of data, giving full
play to the economic and social value of data and creating a
more convenient and comfortable living environment. )e
database is established as shown in Figure 3.

)e current analysis of the site is the basis for the design
and reflects the important principle of “respect for the site”
in landscape planning and design. )e concept of “nature-
based” considers people as part of nature. By investigating
and analyzing the current situation of the site, we can
effectively use the resources of the site, avoid wasting re-
sources, and reflect the culture of the site; we can rea-
sonably plan the spatial functions of the site to meet the
needs of users; we can scientifically design the roads and
water supply and drainage; we can save the engineering
volume and improve the work efficiency.)e analysis of the
current situation should not be limited to the site; the
surrounding resources are also the key point to be ex-
amined; the reasonable use of surrounding resources can
form a chain reaction of the whole area and drive the
development of the region. In a word, the planning and
design based on the analysis of the current situation of the
site are in line with the actual situation and ecological
requirements to meet the scientific, economic, and rational
planning and design.

As one of the five elements of design, the terrain em-
bodies the unique skeleton of the site and is the basis of the
design. By analyzing the topography of the site, the func-
tional partitioning of the site and the location of attractions
can be delineated; for example, plazas and resting points can
be set up in flat areas, and vertical activities such as slides and
rock climbing can be set up on steep slopes. )e study of the
topography and geomorphology of the site can effectively
reduce the damage to the status quo and also reduce the
amount of earthwork; at the same time, it is conducive to the
analysis of landscape sightlines and landscape view areas; it
is beneficial to the scientific planning of drainage design and
elevation analysis, and terrain analysis is the basis of
planning and design, which determines the overall style of
planning and design. When investigating and analyzing
topography and geomorphology, the most important is the
elevation and slope analysis, and the traditional terrain
analysis is mainly based on field survey by human and site
conditions, as the more complex topography of the site
cannot be comprehensively investigated and is not condu-
cive to a comprehensive understanding of the site and
making analysis and judgment.

As the most representative and attractive street in a city,
certain qualities of the physical environment are critical to
the urban landscape. One or two of the many elements that
make up a streetscape are not enough to create a competent
streetscape. Good urban boulevards must meet several basic
requirements, including accessibility, the ability to bring
people together, public character, livability, safety, comfort,
and the potential to encourage residents to participate and
take responsibility for the community. All of these qualities
can be achieved by design.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. Results of an Urban Landscape Design Simulation.
Vision is undoubtedly the primary way in which people see
and feel things. Studies have shown that when people move
around on the road, more than 80% of the information they
get about their surroundings comes from vision. In addi-
tion to making us aware of the physical form and color of
things in the outside world, vision also helps us judge the
position and movement of objects, thus allowing us to
enjoy beautiful street scenes. On the other hand, since the
new century, modern transportation has gradually replaced
walking, and most people are moving through the road
space at a certain speed. Compared to the low-speed people
who traveled and quietly viewed the streetscape, today,
most people are in a dynamic situation. An urban landscape
design based on a discrete dynamic model driven by big
data will be more efficient in landscape design, and its
efficiency is shown in Figure 4.

)e study of the dynamic visual properties of people is
the basis of streetscape design. It can provide several ap-
plications in the specific design process. For example,
according to the shading relationship between the front
landscape and the rear buildings, it can help select street tree
species with compound visible height requirements;
according to the visual characteristics of people in the plane,
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it can determine the design size of signs or scenery in front of
the road; according to the relationship between the speed of
vehicles and the recognizable distance of the horizontal
landscape of the road, it can determine the appropriate
setback distance of buildings on both sides of the road or the
width of the roadside landscape zone for different design
speeds. According to the relationship between vehicle speed
and road longitudinal landscape discernible distance, it can
help to determine the scale of green landscape on both sides
and the appropriate law of streetscape space change.
)erefore, when creating a street landscape environment,
matching the changes in the human visual field of view and
respecting the dynamic visual characteristics of people can
have a multiplier effect and improve the efficiency and

quality of the design. )e satisfaction level for landscape
design with the help of a big data-driven discrete dynamic
model of landscape design is shown in Figure 5.

4.2. Simulation of Urban Landscape Formation Mechanism.
Urbanization is an inevitable law at a certain stage of eco-
nomic and social development and inevitably brings many
problems and contradictions that need to be confronted and
faced openly. Moreover, an urban green space design that
incorporates an urban agricultural landscape is the solution
to the set of problems facing the city that requires a repo-
sitioning with the help of the current complex adaptive
systems theory. Systems theory of complex adaptation states
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that the behavior of individuals in adaptive systems of
uncertainty leading to an inability to perceive the features to
be presented by the system is the dominant factor in the
failure of all relevant design projects. Moreover, this po-
tential uncertainty cannot be eliminated. Landscaping based
on discrete dynamic models driven by big data can remove
its uncertainty evenmore, with the results shown in Figure 6.

)e introduction of urban agricultural landscaping in
urban green spaces instead of simply introducing existing
ornamental landscaping requires. )ere are many complex
factors to consider, not only in the selection of plants in the
design, the creation of the landscape, the composition of the
space, and other issues but also in the crop output involved
in urban agricultural landscapes, the most typical of which is
the planting management of productive agricultural plants,
harvesting and distribution issues based on a big data-driven

discrete dynamic model of landscape design can solve
similar problems of its management. Its efficiency results are
shown in Figure 7.

5. Conclusion

As a unique type of road, urban landscape avenue must have
different functional properties or morphological charac-
teristics from the general road; the current domestic and
foreign studies investigate its specific concepts and char-
acteristics, but most of them are still relatively general and
one-sided and some are still controversial. )e various
functional characteristics and spatial morphological re-
quirements of the urban landscape avenue itself make its
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streetscape design very challenging. Some pioneering re-
search and practice have already put forward the streetscape
design for the landscape avenue, focused more on the
principle, goal, or guide level. However, for the general sense
of the road landscape, there are numerous design theories
and innovation methods, but few people use them. In this
article, through the analysis of the functional characteristics
and spatial characteristics of urban landscape boulevards,
the integration of classical and innovative theoretical
methods of road landscape design, and the introduction of
the concept of standardization, we boldly propose a set of
streetscape design methods applicable to urban landscape
boulevards. )is method takes “decomposition-recon-
struction” as the core idea, road landscape segmentation as
the premise, standard landscape section design as the basis,
and the combination of standard sections as the means to
finally realize the streetscape design of urban landscape
boulevards. In addition, this article uses the method to apply
a series of landscape designs based on big data-driven
discrete dynamic models in a practical project, and its effect
is obvious. )is algorithm will be used in the simulation of
the city in the future and a series of simulation mechanisms,
such as the road planning of the city.
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